Living in balance with wild
and domestic carnivores

“Disgustingly
cool!”
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Required standards for
appliances
Rethinking your gardening plan
(choosing plants that need less
water)
Efficient irrigation systems
Reducing water use in industrial processes
Fixing leaks (about 10 gallons
per day is lost from leaks)
Using the dishwasher (dishwashers use 4-6 gallons of
water, washing by hand uses
20)
Covering your pool (to prevent
evaporation loss)
Buying recycled products
Recycling paper products
(which saves roughly 3.5
gallons)

Sources:
1. epa.gov/greeningepa/water-conservation-epa
2. watereducation.org/aquapedia/water-conservation
3. nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/water-conservation-tips

Passport to Wildlife is an outreach of the Wolf
Education and Research Center (WERC), a regional
educational nonprofit. WERC President Chris Anderson describes, “Our goal is to introduce young people
to science through activities that pique their curiosity.
Not just biology and ecology but also graphic design,
film making, and more — everyone has a contribution to make toward better solutions for our human
responsibility for wildlife.”
In Idaho, Jeremy Heft also conducted educational
activities at Winchester Lake State Park, as our
WERC team performs every weekend. Jeremy
reports, “WERC’s programs at Winchester’s amphitheater are on track for a possible record-breaking
attendance count this year--and we are just getting
started! So far, we have welcomed 288 campers to
our programs alone, and I know the rangers have
been seeing good attendance at the park’s presentations too.” Learn more about Passport to Wildlife at
wolfcenter.org.

T

he Pampas Fox is found in South America.1 They live in Uruguay, Paraguay, and
certain regions within Brazil, Bolivia, and Argentina.2 They live in the Pampas,
often preferring areas that are open with tall grasses, sierras, and sometimes
forested areas. They usually lead solitary lives, except for once a year during the
breeding season. They’ll mate with one other Pampas Fox, and the two will share
the responsibilities of caring for the offspring.2

• Passport to Wildlife Booth Draws Rave Reviews
in Tacoma, WA

Water conservation can be done on an
individual and industrial level. Small
changes can make huge differences
to prepare us for a future where we’re
water secure.

•

“Disgustingly cool!” was how one young explorer described dissecting owl pellets provided by education
sponsor Owl Brand Discovery Kits. Next door, fellow
P2W exhibit partner Wolf Haven International recorded over 600 guests who learned about regional
carnivores. Their explanations of various animal scat,
mammal sizes, and fascinating characteristics were
a hit, with families enjoying the two-day event.

• Why Water Conservation is Important

By being more mindful about how to
conserve water, we can set ourselves
up for a better situation in the future.
Many think about water conservation
during droughts. However, this isn’t
the only time to think about conserving water. In the western United
States, the climate is continuing to get
drier, which means that any excess
water used is wasteful and can make
the problem worse in the long run.2

Ensuring efficient and responsible
uses of water helps us and the
wildlife that need it. Some efforts
include:2&3

By Chris Anderson

• Misunderstood Mesos: The Pacific Marten

Water conservation has only gotten
more important. The population of
the United States has doubled over
the last 50 years, our use of water has
tripled, and with warming and changing climates, water shortages are
predicted for the near future.1

So, what can we do to
conserve water?

FIRCREST, WASHINGTON -- More than 500 children and parents visited the Passport to Wildlife
(P2W) booth on Saturday, July 16, in Fircrest, a town
in the heart of Tacoma, Washington.

• Meet the Pampas Fox

W

ater is an essential part of our
daily life. Not just how much
we drink, but what we use when we
shower, wash dishes and clothes, and
garden. Not to mention what we use to
make products and farm.

PAMPAS
FOX

Passport to Wildlife (P2W) BOOTH DRAWS
RAVE REVIEWS IN TACOMA, WA
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WHY

Appearance-wise, they tend to look similar to the Culpeo. They’re a reddish-gray
color with black on their muzzle, which actually helps them stand out from the
Culpeos. Their bodies are about two feet long, with a tail that adds an extra foot.2
They also stand out in a couple of interesting ways. They collect objects like pieces
of cloth and leather, which can be found in their dens. They also tend to play dead
when they’re startled. They’ll lay on the ground and won’t move until the perceived
threat is gone.2

“

Although these foxes aren’t considered threatened or endangered,
they have faced habitat loss due to the expansion of land needed for
agriculture.

”

These foxes are fairly adaptable, however, and seem to have been able to maintain
a steady and stable population despite their habitat shrinking.1
These foxes also might play an important role for farmers. They are omnivores,
but most of their diet is meat – the majority consisting of rodents, rabbits, and
birds. It’s thought that they play a role in keeping rodent populations under control
because in areas where the Pampas Fox population has been negatively affected,
there have been consequent increases in rodents that affect crops.2
Sources:
1. canids.org/species/view/PREKI2182561
2. animaldiversity.org/accounts/Lycalopex_gymnocercus/

Make C3 part of your learning
Routine! Go to wolfcenter.org/support

The

Pacific MARTEN
(Martes caurina)

By Jeremy Heft

P

acific marten is one of the latest mammals on
Earth to have achieved their distinct species
declaration. They are so misunderstood that they were
believed to be extinct until a recent discovery of a surviving
population in 1996. Long thought to be a subspecies of the
more populous American marten (Martes americana), detailed
skull measurements and genetic studies show Pacific marten is
a separate species. Since this landmark decision in 2012, efforts
have been underway to better understand the small carnivore’s
population size and critical habitat. For now, they are protected by
numerous states and are currently under a proposal to be listed by the
US Endangered Species Act.
Possessing the typical elongated, weasel-like body of the Mustelidae
Family, Pacific marten resemble a smaller version of their cousin, the
fisher. Standing on short, yet powerful legs, their bodies range from
1.5-2 feet long, plus have bushy tails averaging around six inches.
Adults typically weigh between one to three pounds but have been
recorded as high as nearly four pounds in Alaska. Males are significantly larger, with some records showing they outweigh females by
up to 65%. Although sexual dimorphism is apparent with body size,
both males and females are colored the same way.
Pacific marten have dense, plush fur that ranges from light tan to
deep brown with their legs and tail usually darker than the body.

MISUNDERSTOOD

MESOS

The head and underside of the neck are typically lighter in shade than the remainder of the
body. Juveniles tend to have pale chest coloration that turns bright orange as they mature.
Thin black lines extend up the forehead from
each inner eye corner and the ears are rounded,
like many cats.

RANGE

Since only recently becoming a distinct species,
the full extent of the Pacific marten range is not yet understood. However, we do
know populations exist in remote forests of Washington and British Columbia. The
Pacific marten range extends South into the mountains of California and Eastward
to South Dakota. The pine and fir forests of the Northern Rockies contain fragmented populations, but the most contiguous habitat exists within the Cascade
Mountains and rainforests along the Pacific Northwest coast.
The distribution of Pacific martens seems to be dependent on the average snow
depth and human disturbances for each location. Martens require a large territory
with an adequate canopy cover to hunt sufficient prey. Studies have shown they
avoid open meadows and clearings, so human development is a limiting factor
for suitable marten habitats. Additionally, Pacific martens choose to live in areas
receiving deep snow in winter. This is believed to prevent predation, as larger
carnivores would struggle in deep powder, while marten use tunnels under the
snow for fast, efficient winter travel. Studies prove martens inhabiting terrain with
less than a foot of snow are far more likely to be preyed upon by larger predators.
Climate warming and the expected decrease in snowfall are predicted to threaten
marten survival for this reason.

LIFE CYCLE
Like many mustelids, Pacific martens are mostly solitary throughout life, only
joining together for breeding once a year. Once mating occurs in summer, the
implantation of the blastocysts to the uterus is delayed by six months, so the litter
is born in April or May. Born within a tree cavity or rock den, most litters consist
of three to four young but vary according to available food for the mother during
gestation.
Marten pups are tiny (approximately one ounce at birth) and dependent on their
mother for survival for the first several months. Their eyes open around five weeks
with weaning to solid food following at six weeks. By the end of their first summer,
most juvenile martens venture out from their mother’s care to begin a solitary life.
The pups then reach sexual maturity at two years old and can have their first litter
at three years.

ECOLOGY
Pacific martens are voracious mesocarnivores who prey upon small to medium-sized animals wherever they live. However, the exact prey type varies greatly
across their range and mostly depends on availability. In Alaska, most of their
diet consists of small rodents like voles or mice. Where along the Pacific coast,
marten prey upon birds, their eggs, and fish. Further inland, larger mammals

such as squirrels and chipmunks are on the menu. No matter where they live, all
Pacific marten dine on insects, berries, and carrion left behind by larger predators.
Many stories tell of the “sweet-tooth” possessed by marten, who allegedly have an
affinity for jam and other sweets.
Research has shown that Pacific martens are highly susceptible to population
fluctuations within their local prey species. If prey populations decrease for any
reason, marten typically leave the area to find more abundant prey elsewhere.
However, being highly territorial, Pacific marten fleeing from inadequate prey are
often attacked by other marten defending their territory or starve during their
search for suitable habitat. Unfortunately, human disturbances, such as logging or
fire management, often cause Pacific marten to lose adequate prey, forcing them
to risk the dangerous journey to a new land. For these reasons, Pacific marten
populations are vulnerable to human activity.
In addition to providing control of many primary consumers, Pacific martens also
provide an important food source for larger predators on both land and in the sky.
In British Columbia, the most known predation comes from above, as multiple
hawks, owls, and even bald eagles prey upon them. In Oregon, land carnivores
were responsible for most deaths, with bobcats leading the charge. A multitude
of other predators lives within their range, with all of them contributing to marten
consumption. The extensive list includes lynx, coyote, fisher, cougar, golden eagle,
wolverine, black and grizzly bear, and even gray wolves will snack upon them if
given an opportunity.

HABITS
Originally believed to be strictly nocturnal, new research on
Pacific marten hints at a seasonal
change in activity levels. In some
areas, the martens are chiefly
nocturnal during winter, then
transition to diurnal during the
summer months. However, in the
far north of their range, this activity
pattern is the opposite, with marten
using the heat of the sun during
winter days to forage while conserving heat throughout the night in their nests.
Regardless of local activity patterns, marten in cold climate regions can slow
down their metabolic process to conserve energy through winter. By doing
so, they can capture less prey, which saves even more energy during the most
challenging time of year.

INTERACTIONS WITH HUMANS
As with many of their Mustelid relatives, Pacific marten is a fur-bearing commodity
where their populations are stable. Their look-a-like cousin, the American marten,
continues to be legally trapped across most of their shared range, leading to the
unintentional trapping of the struggling Pacific marten. Although states may try to
educate trappers on the appropriate species, incidental take remains a threat to
ailing Pacific marten populations.

Did you know
we have
an online
classroom?
Start learning now
at wolfcenter.org/
classroom

Additionally, the clearing and fragmentation of forests for human development
greatly hinder marten survival. Studies have shown Pacific martens avoid traveling across land that is free of tree cover. Likely, the lack of a canopy makes them
vulnerable to predation from raptors. Likewise, there is ample documentation
of how logging operations push marten from the forest, adding yet another human-caused hurdle to their struggles.
Finally, new evidence is surfacing that Pacific marten are interbreeding with
American marten where prey or habitat loss is occurring. Both species of marten
co-exist in many parts of their respective ranges, but this new phenomenon is
likely a desperate tactic taken when a partner of their species cannot be found.
Through time, this interspecies breeding will dilute the genetics of both species,
leading to an increased chance of disease or other deleterious effects. Wildlife
management practices should immediately consider this threat and take action
to prevent further cross-species breeding.

CONCLUSION
New genetic research gave rise to the Pacific marten as a unique species, separating it from the American marten after believing the two are the same species for centuries. Now the rush is on to gather scientific evidence of population size and risks to survival before the newly crowned species fades away to
extinction. We already know forest fragmentation and logging are significant
threats, while climate change is predicted to complicate their struggles even
further. We must urge forest managers of the Northwest to include sufficient
suitable habitats for Pacific marten to flourish. Without these marten filling
the critical mesocarnivore role of the Pacific Northwest, rodents will expand
unchecked while larger predators go without the sustenance marten provide.
We have time to save this imperiled, unique species, but we must act quickly.
For further reading:
•
US Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station: “Where in the World is the Pacific
Marten?”
fs.usda.gov/pnw/page/where-world-pacific-marten
•
NatureServe Explorer, Pacific Marten
explorer.natureserve.org/Taxon/ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.887097/Martes_caurina
•
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Pacific Marten
adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=pacificmarten.usesw

SUPPORT WERC WITH TEXT 2 GIVE! Text any amount to (253) 780-0896
(But don’t call, no one will answer!)

